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EDITORIAL.
The Church Militant,—War against War.

I.

The Church Militant is a phrase which was more frequently used

forty years ago than it is at the present time. It means the struggle of

true Christians against “spiritual wickedness in high places”; against

“ the world, the flesh and the Devil,” in all their secret machinations

and outward manifestations. It is a good phrase and should not be

abandoned so long as it best expresses salient spiritual facts.

“ Why did not the Church prevent the war!' was a question often

heard in the early weeks of the European conflict
;

not, “ why did not

the universities ”
;
nor, “ the working men ”

;
nor, “ the socialists ”

; but

why did not the Church? The questioners seem to have regarded it as

axiomatic that such was the church’s business, and since it was not done,

asked the reason. The expectation which inspired the question seems

warranted in view of the fact that the advent of Jesus Christ, the Head
of the Church which is His body, was heralded by angels who sang,

“Glory to God in the highest, and on Earth peace, good will to men ”
:

in that His inaugural begins, “ The Spirit of the Lord is upon me because

He hath anointed one to preach the Gospel to the poor, to heal the

broken-hearted, etc.
;
and because His final farewell to his disciples reads,

“ Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature :

”

moreover, the Church has had two thousand years of opportunity for

this work. It is an organization numerous, well to do, reputable,

intelligent and honored, especially in its leadership, the Ministry, who,
in the United States and Europe, are said to aggregate seven hundred
thousand men, mostly educated, and filling pulpits from which twice a

week they address congregations of the most respectable members of the

community
; why then did not the Christian Church prevent the war ?

I. The church has largely failed to appreciate its mission. The
persecuted church of the first three Christian centuries did not fail at

this point but so honored the example and mandates of its Master as

to be recognized by Constantine as the most virtuous and reliable

contingent in his empire, so that not only did he deliver it from persecu-

tion, but himself, in name at least, became a Christian ! To the first

three have been added sixteen Christian centuries and the church to day
though numerous, rich and influential lightly esteems the example of

Jesus Christ and prefers to regard many of his commandments as sugges-

tions or, at best, exhortations. The church did not prevent this war
because ;

—
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II. The Church believes in War,—Jesus Christ confronting

Pontius Pilate the representative in Palestine of world domination through
war, disclaimed war, stating “ My kingdom is not of this world ; if my
kingdom were of this world then would my servants fight that I should
not be delivered to the Jews.” In another connection the Master said,

“ They who take the sword shall perish by the sword.”
The church, as such, since the earlier centuries has not inveighed

against bloody war. Its members, unrebuked, enlist and serve in armies

of aggression. Nearly all of the nations engaged in this war are called

Christian nations. More than this, of the twelve millions of soldiers who
confront each other, with intent to kill, along a thousand mile battle front,

a majority, it is said, have sworn supreme allegiance to the Prince of

Peace, whose standing order is that His followers shall love one another

as He has loved them, i.e. well enough to die the one for the other.

How then, can Christians possibly clear their consciences for such
procedure ?

The aggressive warfare permitted in the Old Testament is doubtless

a major reason for the Church’s belief and practice regarding war.

Multitudes do not mean to discredit, much less to disobey, Jesus but

suppose that because war was permitted in the Old Testament regime

all words of Jesus must be interpreted in consonance therewith. They
forget the oft reiterated phrase of the Master “ but I say unto you,” by
which He impeached and superseded, as outgrown, many permitted

practices of the Old Testament, and elevated literal laws into the realm

of the spiritual. Jesus Christ claimed to be the final interpreter of Old
Testament practices and of Old Testament laws even those esteemed

the most sacred, declaring, “The Son of Man is Lord also of the

Sabbath,” and the Apostle teaches, “the law having a shadow of good
things to come, and not the very image of the things.”

Moreover, it is one thing to engage in war when the omniscient

God takes the responsibility of ordering it against a people because “ the

cup of their iniquity is full,” and doing so on human responsibility.

Besides, the Scriptures intimate that Jehovah really intended to use the

hornet for the expulsion of the Canaanites but was prevented by want of

faith of the Israelites. The great New Commandment of Jesus, supersed-

ing all others for His people which contravene it, is LOVE, “A new
commandment I give unto you that ye love one another, as I have loved

you that ye also love one another.”

III. Greed of Gain is another reason why the church did not

prevent this war. While it is true that all the nations engaged are so

ashamed of the war as to refuse to assume responsibility for causing it,

each blaming it on one, several or all the others ; while all declare that

they are either fighting for life or for the vital principles of liberty, which
is probably true, now

;
nevertheless it was not true initially, for the

saddest fact is that, fundamentally, this war was inspired by “ money
lust,” which developed a commercial rivalry and crowding leading

logically to continental carnage.

We are told that this war “ had to come,” “ nothing could stop it ;

”
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that it was an “ irrepressible conflict,” which is probably true, for greed

of gain has possessed the nations because it had possessed the individuals

of the nations. What the nations are doing their citizens have long since

been doing in their competitive business practices which, as a rule,

mean war ;
or, in common parlance, “ big fish eat little fish.” To escape

financial war a business becomes a company, a company a corporation,

and a corporation a syndicate
;
thus the masses have become a prey.

Their treasures upon and under the earth’s surface are exploited, including

their little children who are over worked in factories and their daughters

who are underpaid in stores, with frightful sweat shops and slums, most

in evidence in New York and London, until the anarchist and socialist,

not without reason, are relatively on the increase ! The worst of it is that

our iniquitous industrial system involves us all in the dreadful condemna-
tion, for the Christian woman who visits one store after another in hope
of getting a shirt waist a little bit cheaper, indorses, all unwittingly

probably, the remorseless competitive system.

The church militant should not surrender weakly to such a system.

We do not say it is its business directly to change it, but it is its

business to protest, and to adopt a better method for itself. If we are

told it cannot, we ask, has it ever, in modern times, really tried ?

Galileo, having been shamefully handled for affirming that the

earth moves round the sun— declared later, “ It still moves all the same.”

The Christian standard for business, named by the Apostle Paul in I

Timothy VI: 8, was very high but it is just as high to-day;— listen,

“ If we have food and clothing we will be satisfied. But people who are

determined to be rich fall into temptation and a snare and into many
unwise and pernicious ways which sink mankind in destruction and
ruin. For from love of money all sorts of evils arise ; and some have
so hankered after money as to be led astray from the faith and be
pierced through with countless sorrows.”

The Pentecostal Church of the first century indicated the desperate

need of “ wherewithal ” reformation, when they “ had all things common ;

”

but the Christian Church of these later centuries, as such, has never
inveighed against war in trade any more than it has protested against

war on battlefields,—the two are really phases of the same thing. As
to responsibility for this war, we have only to look deep enough to see

that every one of us, in so far as we have failed to strive to love our
neighbor as ourselves, are responsible for the European war.

PROBLEMS RELATING TO HELPERS
AND PASTORS.

The double aim of all true evangelism is to bring the knowledge of
the way of salvation by faith in Jesus Christ to all people, and to devel-

op in those who accept, that Christian character which is pleasing to

God and approved of men. In the organization of the church, therefore,
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we are confronted with the problems relating to Helpers and Pastors.

When groups of believers are established it is of vital importance that

they have the proper oversight. Until the organization has developed
sufficiently to call a pastor, that responsibility must be vested in a helper

who does his work under the direction of the missionary in charge of

the circuit.

ist. The selection of the helper. What kind of a man should he be ?

The first and absolute essential in the helper is that he be a man of

God, surely born again, filled with the Spirit, and charged with a love

that overflows for men ; a man who knows and loves his Bible and who
believes it to be the very word of God. Without this spiritual quali-

fication he cannot help, but only hinder the work of the Master. Other
elements he may possess in greater or less degree, but these are absolute-

ly necessary. The helper must also be a man with strong convictions

and a leader among men, a man who will assume and bear responsibility.

I am chary of the rich and suspicious of the very poor, but discard

neither when the Holy Spirit is in charge. As to natural ability I value

Common Sense more than scholarly attainments, and consecration more
than wealth or prestige.

The question of appointment may be simple enough for those who
consider that it is the missionary’s duty to do it, and pass it by with that.

Perhaps more troubles germinate right here than we can ever know.
My practice has been to claim the authority to appoint the helper, but

I find great relief in shielding that authority behind the Se-Chal Com-
mittee. Perhaps there are better ways, but this is the way I do it.

Twice a year our Se-Chal Committee takes up the matter and selects a

number of men whom it considers qualified for the position of helper.

These I keep in view and take special pains to prepare them for the

work. I am careful to secure the consent of the Committee before

appointing the helper to his work and also of the churches concerned

through their representatives. In this way the helper goes to his churches

with all the authority of the Se-Chal Committee behind him, and when
any serious trouble arises it is always easier to settle with the authority

of this committee supporting me than if I were to do it upon my own
authority. The Se-Chal Committee being a committee of the Presbytery

is held in high esteem by the church. I thus use this committee a great

deal in my work.

As to the time of appointments, I always make them at the beginning

of the year. The only reason for this is the financial convenience of it.

The new year is the best time for the churches to make up arrears, and

also the best time to rally for a forward movement. In regard to the

pastors, of course they are not appointed but called by the churches

concerned, according to Presbyterian usage.

2nd. With reference to the number of groups or churches that a

helper or pastor should have charge of, the fewer the better. The
proper adjustment depends, i. Somewhat upon the size of the churches.

2. Somewhat upon the location of churches. 3. Somewhat upon the

financial condition of the people. 4. Somewhat upon the man.
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The ideal, whether for helper or pastor, is that he have but one

church. His efforts should not be limited to the Christians alone but to

the whole community. There is much more harmony and unity when

the one church bears the whole responsibility. It is well, therefore, when

the groups are not too far apart, and where there is a strong center

around which other groups can be gathered, to unite and hold them

together as one church.

When the groups are far apart it is sometimes practicable to combine

evangelist and helper. I have done so in two instances this year with

great advantage. Jn one case where the group last year contributed 17

yen for the helper, this year it gave 75 yen so as to have half his time.

In the other group they raised 37 j
yen last year, while under the new

plan this year they raised 60 yeti for half the time of a helper and w'ould

have raised it, I believe if necessary, to 75 yen. The same can often be

done by uniting two groups with a view to securing better oversight. It

requires frequent regrouping of the helpers’ circuits but it is profitable.

I have almost always found a great desire on the part of the Christians to

lessen the number of groups so as to obtain better service from the help-

er.

If we were w ise, we would deprecate the placing of a pastor over

four or five churches. No pastor can properly serve that many. Where
there are two churches in one parish there is one too many. W’e ought

to stand strongly for this always but we get weak-kneed when we look

around and resort to human reason. The amount of salary also must

be fixed by the Christians not by the missionary. I have not yet reached

this ideal, but the following figures will indicate the grouping of church-

es under the different helpers and pastors in my circuit at the present

time :

7 helpers with 1 church each. 3 pastors with 1 church each.

(Two of these are served half time.) 3 pastors with 2 churches each.

1 helper with 2 churches. 3 pastors with 3 churches each

4 helpers with 3 churches each. 1 pastor with 6 churches.

1 helper with 4 churches. (this is bad, I am trying to correct it.)

'1 his ought to be greatly improved in the future.

3rd. As to maintenance, that is the crux of the whole matter.

Several elements enter into the consideration of the question as follows
;

1. Numbers. 2. Finances. 3. Consecration. 4. Policy.

The amount of money contributed to the helper’s or pastor’s salary

does not depend so much upon the size of the congregation or the

number of churches as it does upon the number of actual contributors.

I take it as a Scriptural principle that every Christian should take part

in this very important feature of the Christian’s life work. I aim to see

to it that the collection is not taken up according to the heads of families.

The social system of the Orient would seem to favor that method. But
it will not work in the kingdom of God, unless that head holds also all

the purse strings and is devoted enough to tithe all the incomes of his

clan. Even then he would be falling short of a primal duty, namely, that

of teaching the same responsibility to his children and grand children.
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I strongly urge the Scriptural method of tithing, but I endeavor at the

same time to have every member of every family engage in this service.

That will produce results.

The financial condition of the Christians in any church is not an
insuperable bar to self-maintenance. I have always held strongly to the

principle that any people, no matter what their financial condition, are

abundantly able to support their own church work. A wealthy people

will be able to secure and maintain a pastor on a scale commensurate
with their own scale of living. A poor people will be able to do the

same on their scale of living. The solution lies in the willingness of the

helper or pastor to live somewhat on a par with his people. The Chris-

tians, if rightly taught, are always anxious to maintain their own spiritual

teachers on that basis. It is only when an attempt is made to place a

Fifth Ave. pastor over a little Stony Brook group of believers that the

finances break down and the church and missionary go into mourning
until the tears are wiped away and the sack-cloth is removed by some
generous but ill-informed Christian from abroad who undertakes its

support.

The spiritual condition of the members in the church is the main
thing in the development of any Christian work. Whether rich or poor,

many or few, in the spiritual character of the Christians themselves may
be found the solution to this most perplexing of all missionary problems.

The record of the world’s great values is written in gold. It's spiritual

as well as material values may be spoken of in terms of current coin.

Christ Himself thus spoke when attempting to make His disciples appreci-

ate the spiritual value of a human soul ;
but found that there was not

gold enough in all this old earth of ours with which to purchase or give

in exchange for a single soul. That was speaking of spiritual things in

terms of money value. A right conception of spiritual things puts a

high monetary value on one’s sacred possessions, and in all his spiritual

aspirations and higher attainments man will use his money according

to his appreciation of these heavenly things. Men generally have

money for some extra things. Usually a great deal is spent upon use-

less nicknacks and valueless bric-a-brac. Not so those who are rebred

into the divine life. The Scriptural injuction is to the effect that we are

to be in the world but not of the world. Such Christians will be able to

support their own church work. The poor will do it as well as the rich.

He who serves them in spiritual things they should remunerate in tempor-

al things and not deem it difficult either. I do not believe in denying

to the poorer class of Christians this very precious privilege, as some
would deny them, who seek to bolster them up with the mistaken

benevolences of the kind friends at home. Such money is much needed

in missionary work but not to support the church of Jesus Christ.

The policy of the missionary is the bundle of operating principles

in the field where he works. As the tree is trained so it grows. You
can train an apple tree to grow like a picket fence, or you can train it

to grow like a great bay tree. It will grow erect and tall or you can

make it spread its branches low so that you can pick its lucious fruit
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from the ground. Start the young Christians right from the beginning

and you will not have a parasite but a sturdy, active, living and respon-

sible church,—a self-supporting, self-propagating, self directing and self-

respecting church.

Foreign support is advocated not so much because it is the right

policy, or the best way to evangelize a people, but because it seems to be

the easiest and quickest solution of a knotty problem. What is needed

on the part of the missionary is faith in God and in the message he

brings
;
a conviction that he is sent of God to establish His kingdom and

save souls ;
not to permeate society with American principles of civiliza-

tion, but to rescue the perishing and save believers by their faith in Jesus

Christ ; to be fully persuaded that such a community of believers are

established of God through the Holy Spirit to live a new life, and that

they are equipped so as to be able to propagate the same among their

surrounding neighbours. What is needed is a determination on the part

of the missionary to hold true to his commission, to lay greater emphasis

upon the simple preaching of the Gospel message, and to follow more
closely the apostolic methods. Such a program will bring results.

4th. As to how long the co-pastorate should continue depends

upon the pastor.

It would seem, in many cases, that it would be well to continue it for

a good many years. I think the co-pastorate a splendid plan for the

Korean pastors. It provides opportunity to test the strength and wisdom
of the new pastor and at the same time enables him occasionally to

secure the much needed help of the missionary without the embarrassment
that he would feel if he had to go elsewhere for the counsel. The cir-

cumstances vary so much, it is impossible to fix a limit of years. When
once the pastor is prepared to assume the responsibilities and the church
is ready to have him assume them, then I think the time has come for

him to take the responsibility himself, and the missionary can be relieved

for other work.
W. L. SwALLEN.

WORK FOR CHILDREN OF NON-
BELIEVERS.

My experience in work for the children of non- Christians is limited

solely to one little school begun nine months ago inside the East Gate,

Pyeng Yang. Nor can even this work be taken as typical of the work
which we ought to do throughout the Church at large, because we have
been particularly favored here in a plentiful supply of teachers and
especially because it wras soon found possible to carry on, without expense
of any kind, a small day school, as well as the Sunday School, and this

fact has helped considerably in gaining and holding the boys and girls

w’ho attend.

We began the experiment with the idea of demonstrating, by
voluntary restrictions as to place, time and method, the feasibility of such
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work by any body of Christians even the poorest and weakest. Alas
for the constancy of human principles ! We weakly surrendered to

circumstances before the experiment was begun.

I will record the story of that surrender later. Allow me to state

here, however, that to my mind any effort for non-Believer’s Children

which will commend itself to the Church as a whole as worthy to be
widely put into practice, requires that it be

1. Practicable for even the weakest country church.

2. Of such nature that it will require practically no financial outlay.

3. Capable of commanding the effort of the Koreans year in and
year out and not merely for spasmodic attempts.

4. Of proved effectiveness as an evangelistic agency
;
that is, it

ought to be a feeder of the Church.

I now relate the story of our ignominious surrender to low ideals.

Country churches say; “We have no building for such a work.” I

had hoped to go out on the streets, find a few urchins, secure the home
of some Christian in the neighborhood to meet in and thus prove that

no particular building was necessary. Two factors routed that ideal;

the first w'as that the Koreans to whom we spoke wouldn’t stand by it

;

and the second was that, unfortunately, we had a building which could

be used for that purpose since it wasn't being used for any other. Weak
country churches, however, do not have more buildings than they can

use ;
and, therefore, our experiment does not prove to them that they

have the means to begin such a work.

Moreover, one day, a fine young fellow came to us and offered to

give one or two hours everyday to teaching these children how to read.

Not every country church could get such an offer, but we weakly
surrendered to the proposition in the interests of these particular children

whatever might happen to the work at large. We have now a school

in session every day, teaching reading, writing and arithmetic.

Notwithstanding these disappointments, however, we still hope for

another opportunity, or that someone with more steadfast convictions

than I had will yet demonstrate the feasibility of the original idea.

In the second place we were beseiged for gifts of Sunday School

reward cards until I wished that such a thing had never been invented.

This has cost a little money. But I believe it to be wholly unnecessary

and we are beginning to use fewer than at first. We hope to discontinue

it almost wholly, within a short time. These cards we got, for the most
part, from the “ Surplus Material Department ” of the World’s Sunday
School Association, free of cost and abundant. Probably there is

enough waste material in American Sunday Schools to supply every

Sunday School in the country with reward cards but leaders of little

weak groups are not aware of it and wouldn't be able to get them if they

were. In other respects we have used practically no money.
In the third requisite to a successful demonstration, we make a mo-

dest bid for a grade of 100 per cent, not for ourselves but for the Korean
Superintendent and teachers who, from the first, have taken a keen interest
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in the experiment and have been models of faithfulness in attendance

and hard work. We were afraid that after a few months the novelty

might w'ear off. But, though it is novel no longer, it does seem to have

a compelling interest for the young men who are doing the major part of

the work.
Whether we can make this school a feeder of the Church is not yet

demonstrated. We have grown from nothing to fifty members in fairly

regular attendance and on two occasions we have had as many as eighty

squirming, unruly, eager youngsters. Some of these have begun to

attend the regular Sunday School and other Church services. As yet,

however, we have not, through them, reached their parents which we
ought to do, for a successful work for children of non-Christians should

not terminate upon the children alone. They alone are worth working
for, but why voluntarily limit one’s usefulness? One might just as well

work for the establishment of a church through an easy avenue of

approach to parents’ hearts, the children. We intend to do this but are

not prepared to state when the new Church will be enrolled on the

records of Presbytery. We do intend soon, however, to issue a special

invitation to the parents of all children who are in attendance to come
to a service for them, just once to begin with, but when they begin to

nibble at the hook, oftener, until we win them.

This is all I know about what our school ought to be and is not.

Perhaps you will bear with me, however, long enough for me to specify

seven requirements, observing which, I believe anybody can build up a

Sunday School for the children of non-Christians or for believing children

either, for they are not very different in their characteristics, except that

the non-Christians are usually better behaved than the Christians.

First, you need someone, with the Spirit of God in his heart, who
believes that these children ought to be saved and can be saved. This
will lead him to scour the neighborhood for children for his school and
to leave no plan untried and spare no pains to bring these, so many of

them forlorn little bits of humanity, to the place where they can learn

about their great Friend, Jesus.

Second, you ought to have some one who loves children
;
and this

one ought to be one and the same person with the one who has the Spirit

of God in his heart and believes that these children can be saved and
ought to be saved. Usually they will be. This quality will lead one to

enjoy the work, otherwise he will probably not stick to it very long nor
will the children stick to him as long.

Third, there must be something to secure and hold the children’s

attention. A picture roll is almost indispensible. To use it properly
the children should be confronted with it as Elijah confronted Ahab,
suddenly, dramatically, and at the psychological moment. Then its

message impresses itself upon their minds with great power
; but to hang

a picture before the school at the beginning of the session and expect it to

be of any effect when the time comes to use it is like offering a man who
has just finished a ten course dinner a glass of lemonade. A picture roll

rightly used is intensely interesting.
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Fourth, it is absolutely necessary that there should be someone
who knows how to tell stories to children. A foreigner is no good
unless he is a shark raised to the nth power at the language, and the

children’s language at that. But if you haven’t such a man you can

train one, for nearly all these people have marvelous abilities along that

line ;
and I’d rather train someone else to tell stories than to tell them

myself.

Fifth, to turn the old adage about :

“ All play and no work, makes
Jack a dull boy ” (and it has the same effect upon Jill). Therefore some
good through instruction and study is necessary. Bible verses, the

Lord’s Prayer, the Ten Commandments and hymns memorized are not

only desirable but absolutely necessary to lasting results. I have no
sympathy whatever for the method of chloroforming a child’s mind by
play as a necessary means of introducing knowledge. But not only is

Biblical knowledge necessary : some instruction in face washing and order

is necessary. After the children get the habit of coming you can even

send them home (and you ought to) if they don't wash before coming.

This is a blessing to them, for as a man once said to me with the air of

announcing a great discovery :
“ Do you know that once one gets into

the habit of washing his face every day, he cannot get along without it?
”

Even children soon learn this as I could prove by a shining faced little

fellow who for the first month he attended our school could have grown
potatoes all over his face.

Sixth, a place to meet is required. Notice we didn’t say a build-

ing, for in Chulla Do they began without even that. Meet in a vacant

lot, under a tree, in a courtyard, in some home, anywhere, to get the work
started. If you want the work to be an example to the whole country

and someone comes along and offers you a perfectly good building with

a tile roof and a garden in front, stand by your convictions and treat him
as an enemy, or at least keep the building up your sleeve until the school

has outgrown the shade of the tree. After a while you may have to

have a building but that will only be after the work is established and
the church sees that it needs a home. It is always easier to get some-

thing for something you have already done than for something you would
like to do if you had no difficulties in the way.

Seventh, it is necessary to use children to catch children. I can

work for four hours and gather up about four and a half children. I can

turn ten little boys loose and get forty in about fifteen minutes. So we
have made it a point to use the Christian children to get in the non-Chris-

tians. This has several advantages : it gives the Superintendent more
time to get his lesson

; it prevents the Christian children from becoming
little Pharisees ; it helps ensure order of a certain kind because you can

be sure that the Christian boy who has brought a non-Christian friend

will hit him in the eye if he makes too much disturbance
;

it will teach

the Christian children proper decorum because the new ones are usually

better behaved than they
;
finally, you will get more' children and keep

them better by this means than by any other that I know.
In closing I have but one more suggestion, namely, that we need
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in this country a great many more experiments along this line. There

are far-reaching possibilities in the work : it is feasible and worth while.

It is beginning to catch the imagination of the Church as a whole. If we
had a few more boosters I think we could, within a few years, have thou-

sands of new children in our schools and through them reach many a

man and woman who now knows he or she ought to be a Christian but

is waiting for a more convenient opportunity, for it is this class mostly

which permits its children to attend these schools.

J. G. Holdcroft.

INSIDE A SUNDAY SCHOOL FOR
HEATHEN CHILDREN.

Let us accompany Mrs. Swinehart over the hill from Kwangju
and listen, that she may acquaint us with the character of such a school.

She speaks as follows : This school was organized three years ago,

especially for heathen children. “ Last Sunday I counted 42 of these

boys at our regular church services in the afternoon, six of whom had
failed to get dinner, as their homes were too far away to allow going

home from their own morning Sunday School and back in time for the

afternoon service.

“ The boys of Sa Tu school have a distinct local pride in their little

institution. Though most of them are from heathen homes, and attend-

ance upon the Sunday services is not compulsory’, not one of the day-

pupils was missing from last Sundayr
's service.

Perhaps you would like to know about a few of these boys person-

ally.

If you were to step into the school you would probably smile

andibly when your eyes rested upon little “ O Chay ” (Number Five).

He was married last tall to a girl in another village. Although she has

never been brought to his home to live, Number Five, according to

Korean custom must be distinguished from his companions, and as he is

a married man now, though but twelve years old, must receive high talk

when addressed. His hair is drawn up into a topknot above his round,

little face, and he wears a tiny turned up bamboo hat, that would fit a

doll, tied under his chin.

His trousers are white, while his jacket is a bright cerise,—over all

he wears a muslin overcoat, of dark red, lined with green.

But never mind, the georgous little Number Five is a most interest-

ed listener when the teacher tells how God dealt with the Israelites.

Then, there are the six children of a widow,—a sewing woman
who receives 12^2 cents (gold) per day for six days in the week. The
oldest son earns perhaps 50 cents per week, making bands of split

bamboo for the famous Korean hats.

The next son, 13 years old, goes to the mountain side each day
and brings home the long grasses that make firew'ood for this little
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family. Last Sunday these children were all at Sunday School with

clean faces and hands, and combed heads. Two of the little fellows, the

Kewpies, we call them, had freshly washed and ironed and padded
clothes on, and the baby was a darling in a red jacket with blue sleeves

and a Scotch Tam O’ Shanter (some one had given the mother) over

one ear.

When you know that all Korean clothes must be ripped up, boiled

a little, without soap, and then pounded in cold water until spotless, and
that it takes from three to ten hours of hard pounding upon the stone

ironing boards with Indian clubs until they are dry, you will wonder
with me at the mother’s pride and industry that can thus turn out a self-

respecting family upon a Sunday morning.

The teacher, Mr. Choi, taught Joshua to the big boys in one corner,

Que Nimmie, who came with me from the Girl's School took the little

girls, while I had the smallest boys.

The whole building contains but 500 square feet, and as there were

83 crowded into it, you may know that we three teachers shouted like

train callers to make ourselves heard.

I taught the “ Temptation in the Wilderness.”
“ What is a temptation ? ” I asked. “Its an examination in Hahn-

moon (Chinese). I’ve had’em,” came the astonishing reply.

The American was stumped for a minute, untill she reflected that

the meaning of trial, test and examination in Korean can all be included

in the word temptation.
“ No it isn't ” she said emphatically, “ A temptation is a bad

thought,—how many of you know about that?
”

A general look of comprehension and recognition passed among
the boys, and the teacher continued, “ Where do bad thoughts come
from? ” “ Oh,” said the whole class, in relief that attention was directed

to a less personal question, “ from God.”
“ Now that shows that you have answered without thinking. Bad

thoughts come from the Evil One, the Great Adversary.”
“ I know his name,” spoke up a little boy with one eye, and he

made in one palm with the fingers of the other hand the imaginary

strokes that form the Hahnmoon for the character known to Koreans as

the Prince of Devils.

“ You’re probably right” said the American, “though I don’t know
those characters from laundry marks. But I am sure of one thing, that

every boy before me has been tempted by the Evil One who goes
about seeking whom he may devour in Korea. If you forget all else,

remember this, that Christ is greater than all evil, and through His

strength you may put away every temptation that so easily besets you.

Now repeat the Golden Text after me, and you Rice Room, don’t just

make motions with your mouth, but listen with your ears for the sounds

and think what you are saying. As we conclude, we are going to take

up an offering to God as an expression of our love to Him. This will

be for foreign missions to send the Bible to parts of Korea where boys
like you have no chance to hear the Gospel.”
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The teacher with outward assurance, but inward misgivings, boldly

hold out her hand to receive the offerings from those children of the

poor before her. Her little faith was severely rebuked as six nips were

dropped into her palm with hearty response. Their total value is six

tenths of an American cent, but each one of them will buy a small, very

small marble of candy. When one’s diet consists entirely of rice and
pickled turnips even a small piece of candy has a value all its own. These
six nips were exchanged for others, and sent to the Class in America
who makes possible this little school as a concrete proof of the fulfilment

of the words ‘ And others, seeing your good works, shall glorify your
Father which is in heaven.’

”

THE NEW REST CURE.

One of our missionaries has been in America on sick leave for a

couple of years. Recently one of our senior doctors who is also on
furlough met him, and examined him and certified that he was ready to

return to the field, but added, so it is alleged, that the man must not

be given any hard work like running a city church or doing work in

and about his Station, but that he should be given “ light work as for

example itinerating among country churches.’’

Again a great discovery has been added to the treasures of Medical

Science, and we want all the world to know it ! A Great New Rest

Cure has been discovered! Are you tired out? Go itinerating. Are
you threatened with invalidism home? Don’t worry! Just take an

itinerating trip of a month or so out into the mountains on foot twenty

miles or so a day with an average of a couple of meetings a c^ay, and
all will be well. It is the new Rest Cure. •

A little while back, one man here was teaching a Class sixty miles

out, filling four teaching hours a day, besides house to house preaching

between. On the last day in the morning, he ordained an Elder, held

a circuit monthly meeting and a semi-annual Official Board Meeting.

At two p.m. he mounted his horse and rode twenty miles, preached
again, slept on a stone floor without bedding, rose the next morning and
rode forty miles home.

He went to a Committee meeting that kept him up until two a.m.

two successive nights, and the next day started back to another meeting
forty miles out. He was stopped by a river full of ice blocks, left his

horse at a church, crossed on the ice blocks, walked five miles, get hold
of a battered load pony of not prepossessing appearance, but having
four fairly serviceable legs. He got to his destination at five p.m. in

time for one meeting which had already opened, and another later in the

evening.

The next day he preached four times.

The following day he started back to the river, crossed back on the

ice blocks, noting as he crossed where several people had broken through
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into the water. The next two nights he slept on the stone floor, and ate

Korean food, because his loads could not be gotten across the river.

The following day he crossed on the new thin ice with five Christians,

and one of the Koreans broke through, going in almost to his shoulders

before he was dragged out. They then walked ten miles, held two
meetings, the last at ten p.m. The next day the man got home.

Now there was a season of perfect rest, and yet would you believe

it, that person actually tried to make out that he was tired ! Tired after

taking the rest cure !

We have often read of charges made by globetrotters of mission-

aries living in luxury. Many of those making the charges were emi-

nently fitted to do so because they had passed the whole length of Korea
in palace sleeping cars, and had made extensive observations from the

windows of their palatial hotel in Seoul or from the automobile in which
they toured the city. Some went home, and wrote books in which not

over ninety per cent was a glorification of themselves. We have always

respected their judgment, but have been puzzled to know who the

persons guilty of “ living in luxury ” were.

We thought for a time that it might be the doctors, but we have

watched them handling in a one man hospital 7,000 to 10,000 patients

per year
;
patients with the vilest, most loathesome diseases, the very

sight of whom would turn a layman sick. We have seen them by some
legerdermain of high finance, keeping their hospitals going with an

extravagant gift of $500 gold per year from abroad. Of course they

have done operations to save life some times in the old days with such

inadequate equipment that it was pretty nearly like doing them with the

proverbial “jack knife and buck saw,” but they were at it at all hours

and seasons. No ! we decided that it could not be the doctors.

Then we suspected the educators. Why some of those Academy
Principals actually teach only about 25 to 30 hours a week besides

managing the whole institution of 200 boys, or so, and doing it by the

sweat of their brows on a maximum princely gift from abroad of $800
per year. We were sure that we had the culprits until we found that

one man, though teaching only about thirty hours a week, was teaching

an assortment which, as he said, “ran all the way from A to Z i.e.

Arithmetic to Zoology,” a total of about seven solid subjects to keep

prepared upon. No ! we had to decide that it was not the school men.

We thought we had proved it on the single ladies once, until we
found a report saying that forty Bible Classes of four days each, besides

ordinary church work, was considered a fair assignment for a year by

some of them.

We have really been quite in despair about this. We felt that such

modest competent critics must be right, but where were these culprits

“living in luxury,” and casting shame upon the good name of Missions ?

At last the secret is out/ IT IS THE ITINERATORS !!!! Ha!
Ha ! Now we have them ! Let us drag them out to the light of day,

and make them explain themselves if they can !

Just think of the effrontery of them ! Taking the Rest Cure month
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after month, and year after year, and basely pretending that they were

doing something useful ! Let them come forth, and defend themselves

if they can, or be properly punished if they cannot

!

Here you Kang Kei men ! What is this we hear of trips two
months long away off into Manchuria or Ham Kyung in a temperature

like that of Alaska ? How dare you take such long rest periods

when you might be “ working hard ” in your own home Station and

seeing your families once in a while? You need not think that because

you live 200 miles from the railroad you can keep hidden always. Why
they say that you even take your wives some times on these restful

trips, and the babies too on the way down to Annual Meeting. It is

preposterous !

You Taiku man ! What is this about “ 200 days away from home
in a year ” that w'e hear ? We are not going to stand for any more
such business. You must come home once in a while and do some real

w'ork, or ure shall have to sit on your case, and you.

And you ! Won Ju, An Dong, Seoul, Pyeng Yang! You need

not try to crawl out of sight ! Your perfidy is revealed at last, and you
are going to get your deserts ! What have you to say for yourselves ?

Ha ! Ha ! No answer, and no wonder that you are ashamed of

yourselves ! It has taken a long time to discover you, but now it is as

clear as can be. You Itinerators are the dainty Sybarites of the Mission

field. Now that we know, we are properly ashamed of you. And to

think that we never realized it before !

We have seen you man after man starting off on those luxurious

trips, perched up on the top of a load on a pony and hanging on like

grim death speculating as to whether your next spill over-board would
be North, East, South or West. You used to claim to get back ache

after riding that way five or six hours, and we were innocent enough to

believe you, when all the time it was pure rest, the long sought Perfect

Rest Cure.

We have seen you dismount, sometimes over your pony’s ears and
sometimes over his tail, in graceful curves, when your hold was relaxed,

and the pony went too suddenly up a steep place. You always did things

in the most luxurious manner, and why not, after so much practice in

luxury ?

Think of those poor, globe trotters (the ones who write the books)!
They had nothing better than a Pullman sleeper to travel in. No wonder
they have shown you up for what you are !

We have seen you in those little thatched mountain huts trying to

keep your fingers warm enough so that you could write out your records

and Class notes. We have seen you fighting flies and mosquitoes and

—

other things in the summer time too, and you actually had us so mes-
merized that we too thought you were doing something useful. Our
eyes are open at last. It was light work—No ! It was rest.

We wish that we had the time to call you out, one by one, that all

might see you, for you are all guilty, a whole hundred of you men,
and a lot of you single ladies, too. Even some of you wives keep slip-
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ping off on these restful trips. The time has come to put a stop to all of
this. Your guilt is known now, and we proclaim it to the world.

We proclaim the new Rest Cure also, the new contribution to

Science. If you get tired of the hard work around a Station, then you
will have earned a nice long restful itinerating trip on foot or pony pack
saddle. Until you have done some of these hard tasks, however, we
hope that you will stop taking the Rest Cure so many days per year in

order that the kindly critics who have shown us our fault, without fear

or favor, may be comforted, and this blot upon the fair name of Missions

be removed.
One Who Likes to See the Truth Prevail.

WAYSIDE THOUGHTS ON A KOREAN
ITINERARY.

Snow,—hard, cold, brutal snow, can be managed by a motor-cycle.

Soft, and clogging slush, is its most hostile enemy. Consequently, my
machine is reposing quietly in a shed, miles to the rear, while I jog along

on this pony. Sin,— hard, cold, and unmistakeable, can be managed, but

when it takes the form of slush, many Christians put up their efforts in a

shed and walk away.
They say that the slogan of the “Ironsides” of Cromwell, was;

“ Trust God and keep your powder dry.” That of the itinerating mis-

sionary had better be; “Trust God and keep your feet dry.”

I came home across the river a day earlier, because its ice cracked

and swayed under me on the way over and I feared it might not do
even as well should I wait a day or two longer. They say that what
one has done, he or anyother can do again. A silly fable for fools.

Many a man is in his grave and not quite a few in Hell because they

took to thin ice upon which they had once before trifled without injury

or seen some other person play the fool.

I have learned that your stomach and your disposition reside in the

same place. You treat the one decently and the other prospers.

Saw a remarkable sight at sun-set. Crows, dozens, yea, hun-

dreds of them came streaming from behind a roadside hill, off toward

the reddening West. On and on they came. I roughly estimated a

hundred, and with this block in my mind, counted off twelve. Twelve
hundred crows, black, sinister beings, all headed for the receding sun.

What an impression it made. I stood there agape, with one foot in a

puddle of mud. Would that all the Maguis and Toxabis, and the hun-

dred and one dark and evil superstitions of this fettered land, would rise

in one long, dark cloud and spreading their wings, flutter off after the

evening sun, to be lost somewhere in the waters of the Yellow Sea.

Shortly after this, I discovered something new, to wit, a shadow cast

by the Western glow, one hour after sun-set. Ahead of me was the

long darkening road. To one side two houses, and in between them an
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open space. There lay the bands across the road. Two black and one

light. How long after my sun has set, will its memory cast a shadow ?

Will it weaken and die or persist in glowing power for years after the

substance is gone ?

The last ten li is the longest ten li, and the moving of the pony is

slow. Your mind moves rapidly with expectation. Your soul frets. It

is dark and the wind rises afresh for the night. Your home thoughts

are too violent to be ousted by aught,—but prayer. Then lift up my
soul and sing unto the stars, unto the cresent moon, unto their God
and your Father, and the calm of those distant and unruffled eternities

will filter into your soul.

Paul L. Grove.

SOONCHUN WOMEN S BIBLE CLASS.

No record of the field work for March would be complete without

some mention of the splendid Women’s Class we had in Soonchun, Feb.

16-27.

Our station is not yet three years old and this, the second Woman’s
Bible Class, was attended by 220 women from all over our Soonchun
territory. Our institutional buildings are not yet complete, so the manag-
ing of any large crowd is attended by many difficulties. Advantage was
taken of the school boys’ absence on New Year’s vacation, to hold this

class in their sarang, and in the three large rooms of that building, one
hundred and fifty women slept, ate, and studied. These women had
come with a purpose and minded not at all being daily roused betimes,

urged through a hasty breakfast, and invited out of doors to “ breathe

the air ” while their sleeping quarters were hastily transformed into three

recitation rooms. The good Father tempered the wind to us, and a week
of lovelier spring-like weather could not have been found the year
around. •

The daily program consisted of devotional exercises, followed by
three periods of class study. After the dinner hour the women gathered

again for a study period from two to four p.m. At this time those who
could read prepared the next day’s assignments with those who could not

read. It was interesting to see these little groups gathered over the floor

in earnest preparation of the morrow's lessons. From 4—4 : 30 p.m. we
had music, after which the women were all run out of doors again while

the building was swept and prepared for the evening services. Miss Tate
of Chunju helped in the teaching, also Mr. and Mrs. Preston and Miss
Dupuy from out stations, with three Korean teachers. One of the most
attractive features was a lecture on Hygiene, given each day by Miss
Greer's teacher under her direction. These lectures were carefully plan-

ned to suit just the need of these Korean women. “The Care of their

Bodies,” “ The Care of their Babies,” “ Diseases,” etc. were some of

the subjects. We had more than the class registration to attend these

and the interest was intense. The last day, given to oral review of these
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lectures, showed a gratifying intelligence and understanding on the part of

the women of the important points that had been taught them.

The evening services were conducted by Miss Tate or one of the

Moksas. On one evening Mr. Preston, assisted by Mr. Crane, gave a

lantern lecture. On another we prepared a little “tajup ” for the women
in the shape of “ Kooksoo.” We made the mistake of announcing this

before dinner, however, so most of the dear old sisters saved their rice

and their appetites to do justice to this “ spread,” and showed their

appreciation of our hospitality that evening to the disposition of three and
four bowls apiece ! But the “ pot was kept boiling ” and when the food
began to look scarce, we sent to town for more, and had the satisfaction

of knowing that not one of them went empty to bed !

It was a good class. Of the 220 women registered, 144 stayed the

full ten days, and received promotion cards. Comparing with last year’s

class, which was our first, there was an increase in attendance of 108 and

70 in those receiving promotion cards'.

Our women’s country work and classes have been without adequate

supervision this year as Miss Biggar, our evangelistic worker,- has been in

America, and both Miss Greer and Miss Dupuy have been occupied at

the station with their respective duties as nurse and Principal of the Girls’

School, so they have been able to make only four short trips to the

country.

Could work anywhere be more encouraging than here in Korea ?

How grateful we are for a part in it.

Lavalette Dupuy.

MORE GOOD NEWS FROM PYENG YANG.

Special Evangelistic meetings were held in the Methodist Episcopal

Churches of Pyeng Yang city from Feb. 14th to 24th 1915.

This season of the year is always a favorable one for an evangelistic

campaign, as it is a semi-holiday season for a great number of the Korean
people. For weeks previous, an evangelistic campaign was planned and,

as a special preparation, early morning prayer meetings were held in all

the churches during the week preceding the special effort. These early

morning meetings are always a great blessing to our membership. The
special evangelistic services were entirely in the charge of the local pastors

who were most earnestly supported by the faithful believers. Much per-

sonal work was done each day, and at night after preaching, there were

usually a large number of inquirers enrolled. The way of salvation was

explained to these new seekers as simply as possible. The total enroll-

ment was between six and seven hundred. At the close of the special

services plans were laid for the careful instruction of these new believers,

so as to retain as many as possible of them. This is the difficult but the

most important task in any evangelistic effort here. It is then that the

work really begins. We are very desirous that a large proportion of
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those enrolled during the recent campaign may remain faithful, and

through sincere repentance of sin and faith in Jesus as a personal Saviour

receive the salvation of their souls.
C. D. Morris.

FOLK LORE.

The Goose that Laid the Golden Egg.

His name was Yi, which by interpretation means Plumtree. Now
Mr. Plumtree was a Korean of a nomadic turn of mind. He spent his

time wandering about the country seeing the sights and enjoying himself

generally. He was not encumbered with superfluous wealth but he had

enough to keep him on the road.

Having travelled over all the “ eight provinces ” he crossed the

border into China and worked his way south till he approached

Nanking, then the capital of China. One afternoon as he was approach-

ing a village he saw a magpie seated on the cross-beam of a gateway,

but on coming near he found that it was only a painting of a magpie,

but done so skillfully as to deceive the eye at a little distance. Wonder-
ing who the artist could be he called out to the gateman but a girl

came out instead and asked what he wanted. The girl was the most
beautiful he had ever met. He asked who the artist might be and she

said, “I painted the magpie. You see, I am an orphan and have not

enough money to pay the funeral expenses of my mother. So I painted

the magpie hoping that some one might come along to whom I would
sell myself as a slave, for a single day, and thus gain the necessary

money to bury my mother.”

Young Plumtree was a good-hearted fellow and pitied the girl so

much that he then and there put in her hands all the money he had
about him and told her to go into business and earn enough to bury her

mother. Her gratitude exceeded all bounds for he had saved her from
an awful fate. She took the money and Plumtree went on his way a

beggar.

A year later as he was wandering about the streets of Nanking he
met this same girl and she gladly told him that she had succeeded and
that she would like to requite him ; but the only thing she had was a

screen on which was a magpie that she had embroidered. She told him
to carry it home, put it in a closet and look at it only once a day. He
wondered at this injunction, but obeyed. Reaching home, at last, he
put the embroidery away and would have forgotten all about it had not
poverty driven him to think of pawning it. When he opened the box
in which it lay he was astonished to see a little bar of silver drop from
the beak of the embroidered bird. Was ever such a thing seen before !

He took the money and bought rice and wood. The next day he
looked again and another bar of silver rewarded him. And so it went
on day after day until he. was a very wealthy man. At last the time
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came for him to die and calling his son he told him the secret and
charged him to look at the bird only once a day.

The boy promised to obey but after the three years of mourning
were over he became a spend-thrift and forgetting his father’s words
began to take a peep at the bird two or three times a day. This made
him reckless and one day he kept looking every few minutes all day
long and each time was rewarded by a silver bar.

But the next day when he opened the box the bird looked tired

and sick and instead of silver, tears dropped. The young man then re-

membered his father's words and was struck with remorse. That night a

beautiful young girl came in his dreams and chided him for his folly

and said his good fortune had flown. And so it proved, for when he
went to see the bird the next day it was gone and the silk panel on
which it was embroidered was a blank.

So Plumtree Jr. died of starvation.

GETTING THE LANGUAGE.
To those making a beginning with the Korean language it happens

so often that the natives do not get our meaning, and show it by some act,

that we wonder sometimes whether they ever do really understand us,

and whether they do not have just to make a wild guess at all we say.

Of course in many cases the meaning is too obvious for anyone to go
astray, but now and again complications arise through mistakes, semi-

serious, if not altogether so, yet always ridiculous and anfusing—to an

outsider. Of course you have all heard of the family that had given

careful instructions to their servants to trim the vine hanging (kunan) on

the outside of the house, which came back and found a most beautiful

picture hanging out in the weather, and were told that their orders, had

been to put the “ kurim ” (drawing) there ! It must be that all we
have them do appears so silly, from their standpoint, that they cannot

make many judgments from what we would call “common sense.” In

their eyes, I suppose, we often appear to be entirely lacking in this

commodity.
One of the Academy boys who works for us never fails to assure us

that he understands just what we mean, and yet—at times, I would say

he didn’t. I sent him after a money order for three yen one day giving

him a check for four or five ye?i, to get some money out of the bank
and buy several articles. I told him carefully that the money order

would cost three sen. Well, he came back in about two hours and said

that although he had gone to all the post-offices, every one of the post-

masters had told him there was no such “ pop ” (law) as I had told him

of, and not one of them would give him the money order for three sen,

for which he was very sorry, but he had done his best, and so forth.

As it came over me that he had been spending the afternoon trying to

get the three yen order for the three sen fee only I almost burst out
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laughing, and then I wondered whether it was so stupid after all— I had

sent him to the bank and without even having to pay anything he

got money, why not a money-order at the post-office?

The other day my wife sent him down for a toy whistle, and not

knowing any word, she described it to him as a small machine that

would make a whistling noise when you blew on it. He went down,

spent an hour or two, and came back empty-handed, saying he couldn’t

find one anywhere. Knowing that there were plenty to be had, I

drew a picture of a toy-whistle, directed him to a store where they sold

such things, and told him it was a small child's plaything. When I told

him this last, he seemed to catch on immediately, and went off confident.

In course of time, as he always does, he came back with—a baby’s rattle,

beaming all over as he handed it to me, for he knew he had the right

thing this time, and didn’t even ask me how it suited, and, as if to

conclude the matter finally, told me that it cost four sen
,

just the

amount I had said.

We wanted some rice one day and it fell to my lot to tell my
teacher to buy some, .so I called him up, and began to explain what I

desired, calling it by the name of “ pap.” He seemed quite puzzled, to

my surprise, for of all things I thought that rice would be the quickest

thing a Korean would understand about, and I was provoked when he

asked me what I wanted with it. “ To eat, of course.” “ Well, then,

how many tables do you want ? ” he inquired
; and with some further

discussion I began to see that I had been telling him to bring some cooked
rice (pap), which is their food, and he had been wondering why I had
taken a sudden notion to eat Korean food. The next time I will tell

him to get “ sal,” the word for plain uncooked rice.

And so we “ live and learn.” I startled my boys in Algebra very

much one day by telling them to get the examples “ gaji,” meaning for

them to get down to a certain long set of problems; but “ gaji ” means
to in the sense of through, and they couldn’t see how I expected them to

do all the exercises that by my words I had really assigned, and began
to tell me it was a great deal too much. I relieved them by turning my
book around and pointing to the place at which I wanted them to stop.

This latter reminds me of the reply a missionary made when asked
how he would tell the servants to take the clothes out and hang them on
the line. He said, “ I would take a piece, carry it out to the line,

throw it over, pin it on, and say, * E rokai hasio ’ (Do it this way).”
Pointing and showing plays no mean part in our vocabulary as beginners

but even then one cannot always be sure. Another missionary was
telling how she wanted an iron one day, so she went out to the kitchen,

made as though picking one up from the stove, went through the act

of touching an imaginary one with her fingers to see if it were too hot,

and then gave the motion of using it on some clothes. The servant

looked intelligent, commenced industriously to search, and after quite a

hunt brought out— stove-polish !

When we wanted some peanuts we told our boy to get some, calling

them “ dang kong ” (ground peas), the name they go by in Chulla Do.
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In addition, we described how they were dug out of the ground, and that

they had hulls, etc. He seemed to think he could get them all right, and
brought back a package which we did not open at once, feeling confident

that we had the nuts we desired. When company came and we wished
to use some for salad, we opened up the paper bag to find a poor grade
of butter-beans.

And yet some go so far as to say that Korean isn’t so hard if you
go about it right ! When I hear this I think of one of my friends who is

recognized as having a good pronunciation, easily understood by all.

One day in the country he met an old gentleman, and summoning up his

best Korean, asked how far it was to the next village. The old man
stared, but after several repetitions of the question, finally said :

“ I do
not understand any language outside of that of Korea.” And when we
think of this and similar experiences of our own we begin to wonder if

many of our attempts do not seem almost as a foreign tongue to the

natives. We need to work hard ourselves, and pray earnestly for each
•other in this task of learning the language.

Wm. P. Parker.

CHILDREN S CORNER.
Names and Games in Korea.

I suppose children are the same the wide world over, and yet

American children would think the ways of boys and girls here, very

strange and interesting. Perhaps they would call Korea one of the

topsy-turvy lands of the East.

A Korean girl never has a real name of her very own and a boy
does not receive his own proper name until he is about 14 years old,

and then it is given him with great ceremony. But the boys and girls

here receive a child-name, a kind of pet name, that they keep just for a

;few years. Some of these names are pretty but some are strange and
sad.

Close to our house lives a heathen family of three girls and one

boy and their names are Soonah (kindness), Capsoonah (best kindness),

Kweedongah (dear child) and Pok-keerie (blessing). These are very nice

names, and so are Pobai (jewel), Okmai (white flower) and Okpoonie
(white crockery), but how would you like to be called pig, frog, dog,

.lion or tiger? When the parents are afraid of evil spiiits they give

their children animal names in the hope that the spirits will pass them
over as of little value in their parents’ eyes, and so the children will be

spared to live long, happy lives ! Yesterday a missionary from the south

of Korea was telling me that a man came with his daughter of sixteen,

asking that she might be baptized. “What is your girl’s name?”
“ Fat puppy,” was the reply. “ But I can’t baptize a person with such

a name as that,” said the missionary. “ Well, she has never had

another, and isn’t she fine and fat ? ” said the father. “ But if you don’t
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like it then give her a name yourself.” So the daughter was baptised

with the name of Mary.

Here the children know how to play but their games are curiously

different from yours in the Home-land. If it is hopscotch the stone is

carried on the head, or on the back or the toe to its place in the

squares on the ground. If it is see-saw, they stand on the ends of a

low, short board and spring alternately as high as they can in the air.

They hold a rope suspended like a clothes line to steady themselves

and it is great fun. When they swing the swing is generally twenty

feet high, or more, and is only used for about ten days in the early

summer. Nobody dreams of swinging any other time in the year.

Their hoops are made of iron but are only about eight inches

high and are run along the ground by a long piece of stout wire with

a hook at the end of it. Shuttlecock is very popular but there is no

\ battledore ;
the shuttlecock is struck with the side of the foot and the

boys manage to keep it flying up and down in the air for ever so long.

I never heard of boys playing tug-of-war in Korea but List month
over 60,000 people assembled down in the south part of the country to

witness a great tug-of-war display by teams of Korean men, and this

has been a custom for many centuries. Yes, children are the same
everywhere and our baby is delighted to learn the Korean version of
4 pat-a-cake ’ from her native amah (nurse). It is called ‘ chak-chak-oong,’

and all little Korean girls have 4 cat’s-cradle ’ and 4 peep-bo ' and other

games that you know.
Gerald Bonwick.
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NOTES AND PERSONALS.
Born to Dr. and Mrs. Ralph G. Mills in Seoul a daughter Marion Tracy, on

March 3lst, 1915-

Miss Miller of Chemulpo who, in company wi^Ji Miss Scharpff, left Korea
last summer for Germany, had her arm successfully operated on in Hamburg just

before the war broke out. A week later the operating physician left for the

front for hospital service. After about four months in Germany the ladies sailed

for America. Miss Scharpff is taking some work at the Chicago Evangelistic

Institute. Miss Miller’s arm is steadily, though slowly, gaining strength. Both
ladies are planning to return to Korea in September.

College View.

Nebraska, Jan. 30th, 1915.

Mr. Gerald Bonwick,

Seoul, Korea,
Dear Sir,

In spite of all the discouraging circumstances the one thing that does my
soul good, is the progress of Christian work in Korea

;
the Christian missionaries

have done more for Koreans in the last twenty-five years than we Koreans
have done for our own welfare in the last too thousand years. We are indeed in-

debted to you much, my dear brothers and sisters. If there is any star on any
one’s crown in heaven, it would be on the crowns of the missionaries who spent
their precious lives for the soul salvation of millions of Koreans. When I see

the picture of the three young lady college graduates of Ewa Haktang on the

front page of Oct. No. “ The Korea Mission Field,” my heart has been filled with
gratitude and thankfulness for your noble work of uplifting my people. I can
write a volume on this comprehensive topic, but in conclusion, I wish to state

that your noble work certainly deserves my hearty sympathy, co-operation, and
support. With all that I am, with all that I hope to be, and with my defects, I

solemnly promise before the Almighty that— O Lord help me ever to be con-
structive to the noblest Christian work in Korea and not to be destructive. I must
subscribe for the Magazine, “ The Korea Mission Fiela.” •

Leo K. Chang,

Union College, Nebraska.

Rev. George W. Wright who has labored eleven years and a half in the
Phillipene Islands, visited Seoul the middle of April much to the profit of the
foreign community. On Saturday evening April 17th Mr. Wright gave a stereopti-

con lecture on the Phillipine Islands descriptive of the country and the natives
and of the wonderful work by the United States for the uplift of that people.

On the following Lord’s day, Mr. Wright preached most acceptably at the
Seoul Union Church on “ The footprints of the Master on the mountains,” and
the next evening presented a series of. readings, chiefly humorous, which were
well received because strongly rendered. Several solos were finely sung by Miss
Hannan, of the Phillipine Islands who was travelling with Rev. and Mrs. Wright.
Mr. Wright made many friends and left a blessing behind him, and we trust he
will repeat his visit.

The Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church which began
April 2 1st in Seoul, was very properly preceded by a day of prayer and conse-
cration.
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JAPANESE PUBLICATIONS
OF THE

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE SOCIETY OF JAPAN.

The K.R.T.S. have become the Agents for Korea for the above Society's

literature, and have all their new publications in stock as follows:—

Catalogue
Number. Price.

2001 “WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY?” (Sheet-tract) Per ioo .15

2002 “WHAT IS THE BIBLE?” do do. .15

2101 “RELIGION AND AGRICULTURE” by K. Uchimura... Each .01

2102 “ANCESTOR WORSHIP & CHRISTIANITY” by K. Imai ... .02

2103 “THE BUDDHIST EOCTRINE OF CAUSE AND EFFECT
AND THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF PROVIDENCE.”
K. Imai OIL

2104 “THE BUDDHIST LAW AND THE CHRISTIAN GOSPEL.”
K. Imai 01

2121 “THE DEMAND OF THE TIMES AND THE UNCHANGE-
ABLE GOSPfL.” Y. Inagaki .01

2122 “CHRISTIANITY AND THE PROBLEM OF LIVING.” G.
Yamamuro 02

2141 “WHAT CHRISTIANITY IS DOING FOR THE WORLD.”
S. B. Capen .02

231 “ A MESSAGE TO THE JAPANESE.” S. H. Wainwright, D.D. .05

2251 “ THE TRUE CHRISTIAN.” T. Kugimiya 06
2281 “WHY I LEFT BUDDHISM.” K. Imai 10

2351 “ASPECTS OF JESUS.” C. Makita 20
2401 “ RELIGIOUS BELIEFS OF SCIENTISTS.” A. H. Tabrum ... .25

2451 “PERSONAL IMMORTALITY.” A. K. Reischauer, D.D 30
2501 ” LIVING CHRISTIANITY.” T. Miyagawa 50
2531 “WHEN THE KING CAME.” Dean G. Hodges. (Paper) ... .60

253m do. do. (Cloth) i.co

2541 “PROLEGOMENA TO SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.” E. O.
Davies 70

2561 “PREPARATION FOR TEACHING.” R. S. Storrs 75
2562 “ THE MYSTERY OF SUFFERING.” J. H. Brookes 75
2601 “QUIET TALKS WITH WORLD WINNERS.” S. D. Gordon. .90

2621 “ LIFE OF TUDSON.” E. Judson 1.00
2622 “LIFE OF BERNARD.” C. A. Oliver 1. 00
2636 “LIFE OF ST. PAUL.” H. M. Mazuaga 1.00

2731 “ OUTLINE STUDIES IN THE OLD & NEW TESTAMENTS
FOR BIBLE TEACHERS.” J. L. Hurlbut, D.D I.30

2751 “PREPARATION AND DELIVERY OF SERMONS.” J. A.
Bioadus I.50

2801 “ THEORY OF THOUGHT AND KNOWLEDGE.” K. G. Maski. 2.00

2851 “HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY.” Prof. Kashiwai 3.00

For Books and Tracts of other Japanese publishers see our Catalogue.

The Korean Religious Tract Society,

THE TRACT HOUSE, Seoul, Korea.GERALD BONWICK,
Manager.
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HONK! HONK!! HONK!!!
Tel. Add.

‘GARAGE.” THE SEOUL GARAGE. Telph. No.

2183.

VULCANIZING, RETREADING AND ALL KINDS OF
REPAIR WORK. DUNLOP TYRES.

GIVE THE KIDDIES A TREAT WHEN YOU COME TO SEOUL.

Gars for Rent Day or INi^ht.

O XT !

HAVE perhaps been in the country many years, but have you ever

seen any of the following interesting places in and around Seoul ? :

—

Big Bell—Pagoda Park—Prince Yi Jr’s Palace with miles of

beautiful drives— Museum— Queen Min’s Tomb—Temple of The god
of War—Tribute Gate—White Buddha, etc.

Full information upon request. Special rates for Missionary Parties

and Itinerary trips.

W. W. TAYLOR, CO Hasegatva Cho, SEOUL.

Insure your Houses and Goods against loss by fire!!!

THE HEW ZEALAND INSURANCE Co, Ltd.

AGENTS FOR KOREA.
L. RONDON 8c Co., Seoul.

Travel and Tours in the Far East by Rail or Steamers, and to

the principal Capitals of Europe in TWELVE DAYS by the

GREAT TRANS-SIBERIAN
Information and tickets supplied by

L. RONDON 8c Co., Seoul, Agents.

Are you going to any point in America across the Pacific ? We
shall be pleased to give you any information and provide you with the

necessary tickets.

, Agents for the

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

L. RONDON 8c Co.
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THE AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
CARRY A FULL STOCK OF

Korean, Mixed Script, Chinese, Japanese and English Scriptures,

and raised characters for the Blind. Scriptures in other languages

supplied on order.

We are ready to furnish Scriptures to Missionaries for sale or can
furnish money for the support of colporteurs and Bible women.

SEND FOB miCE LIST OB BETTEB

Call at the BIBLE HOUSE.

Make this your headquarters while in Seoul.

Y.M.C.A. BUILDING,
Chong No.

Telegraphic Address:
“ BIBLES ” SEOUL.

Dr. JUR. CHUSUKE KUDO,= BARRISTER. =
ALL MATTERS ATTENDED TO WITH PROMPTNESS & DESPATCH.

Land and Property Investigated and
all Legal Matters tv it11 Relation to the Government

and Foreigners attended to.

ENGLISH SPOKEN-DIRECT TRANSACTIONS—NO INTERPRETATIONS NECESSARY.

TAIHEI DORI, SEOUL. Tel. No. 2342.

NAGASAKNYA Co.
SOLE AGENT for

R. KONISHI & Co.

The Largest Photographic Supply Store
in the Orient.

FsQTQGsdPSic HEP./p./rus & Supplies*
Cameras, Lenses, Plates, Films, Papers, etc., etc.

EASTMAN, VOIGLTLANDER, ILFORD,
and other well-known supplies kept in stock.

IVleiji fITach/ 2 Chome, Seoul. Tel. 2220.
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. Y. NAKAMURA, D.D.S© ?»©

Graduated of Penn. Dental College.

Dental Work of Every Description.

OFFICE HOURS: 9 A.M. to 4 P.IYI.

Hon Machi, Sanehome,— SEOUL, KOREA.
_...<^ CHARGES MODERATE.

SEOUL BRANCH:
HONMACHI 2 CHOME. SEOUL.

(CHIN KOKAI. )

GROCERS & GENERAL MERCHANTS
TELEPHONE Transfer Account (Furikae Chokin)

Nos. 212 and 1722. Keijo No. 44.

Orders from the interior will be attended to promptly, special

attention being paid to packing and safe delivery.

THE DAI-ICHI 6INK0, LTP
(FORMERLY THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF JAPAN.)

ESTABLISHED 1873.

CAPITAL
,
Subscribed ...

,, Paid Up
RESERVE FUND
DEPOSITS

HEAD OFFICE: TOKYO.

SEOUL BRANCH: HONMACHI 2-CHOME.
Tel. Nos. 11, 611 & 2317.

Yen 21,500,000

„ 13,437,500

„ 9,150,000

„ S2, 100,000
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LADIES ! Order your dress goods for yourselves and children

from us.

GENTLEMEN ! Order your shirt goods from us. Ask your
neighbor how it wears.

“ INDANTHRENE CLOTH ” means the color is dyed with the

fastest cotton dye in existence. So order our “ Indanthrene cloth,”

solid colors, stripes and corded stripes.

“ HAND-HEM-STITCHED TOWELS ” are just what you want for

your own use and to send your friends.

“ TOWELING,” “ RED & BLUE BORDERED TOWELS ” in

various grades and sizes from 7*4 to 15 cents.

SEND FOR SAMFEES AND FRICES.

Remember we deliver our goods by parcel post to any point in

Japan or Korea.

Order your goods from us and not only benefit yourself but also

the cause of Christian Industrial Education which the Koreans so much
need.

THE ANGLO-KOREAN SCHOOL, TEXTILE DEPARTMENT,
SONGDO, KOREA. C M DEAL.,

Hlanutjvr.

WE DO PHOTO WORK! DIDN'T YOU KNOW IT?

ENGLISH SCRIPTURES
IN GREAT VARIETY & BINDINGS.

American Standard Revised Bibles (Nelson’s) from ¥r.oo to

¥22.00.
American Standard Revised New Testaments from 30 sen to ¥3.85.
English Bibles (King James version) from 85 se?i to ¥8.00.
English New Testaments (King James version) from 30 sen to

¥4.00.
English Bibles (Revised version) from ¥1.50 to ¥10.00.
Weymouth’s “New Testament in Modern Speech” ¥1.30 and

¥4.00.
Scofield’s “ Reference Bible” ¥8.00 and ¥1 1.00.

Illustrated New Testament (King James version) 65 sen.

Book of Common Prayer (English Church) 65 sen ¥1.10 and
¥l ' 35 '

THE KOREAN RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY,
GERALD BONWICK, CHONG-NO, SEOUL.

T/um/t/vr.
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THE BANK OF CHOSEN.
(FORMERLY THE BANK OF KOREA)

Capital Paid up Yen 10,000,000

GOVERNOR.
Dr. M. ICHIHARA.

DIRECTOR !S.

R. MIZUKOSHI, Esq., T. MISHIMA, Esq., Y. KIMURA, Esq

HEAD OFFICE, SEOUL.
TELEPHONE Nos. 331, 332, 1260, 1261, 1613.

BRANCHES:
KOREAN BRANCHES

Chemulpo, Pyongyang, Wonsan, Taiku, Fusan, Chinnampo
Kunsan, IViokpo, IVlasan, Shinwiju, Hoilyong, Ranam.

MANCHURIAN BRANCHES

Antung, IVlukden, Dairen, Chang-chun.

HOME BRANCHES
Tokyo, Osaka.

Every description of general banking and exchange business

transacted.
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RELIABLE QUININE

TRADE
MARK WELLCOME
OuiwiiME Sulphate

Exceptionally pure and active. Highly esteemed

by physicians for its value in preventing and

curing malaria and other fevers. It is successful

when impure quinines fail in their purpose.

TWO FORMS ISSUED

•'COMPACT’ 1 CRYSTALS, a very

convenient form, occupying only one-

third the room of the ordinary bulky

kind.

LIGHT FEATHERY CRYSTALS,
the ordinary form, but exceptionally

white and light. Supplied in bottles;

larger quantities in tins.

Obtainable at the

Principal Pharmacies

Burroughs Wellcome & Co., London
New York Montreal Sydney
Cafe Town Milan Buenos Aires

and 44 Szechuen Road, Shanghai
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